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Club News
AGM 2022
22 & 23rd October
This year’s Annual Gathering
and AGM will be held at
Lytchett Minster School, near
Poole in Dorset.
Advance notice of the
programme for the weekend,
including the AGM agenda
and nomination forms, and an
introduction to our speakers
and is on pages 14 and 15.

Yes, that is 12 million Euros, the world record hammer price
for a camera, achieved for Oscar Barnack’s personal Series 0
Leica No 105, at the recent 40th Leitz Photographica Auction.
- then you add in the buyers premium and taxes!

Is it time to move
Photographica?
The Committee would
appreciate your views via the
enclosed questionnaire.
London may still be the best
venue, or should we move to
a venue that is less expensive
and easier to access, either
in outer London, such as
Kempton Park Racecourse,
which has easy and quick
access to and from central
London?
Or perhaps consider a move
to elsewhere in the country?

And there’s more inside:
For full details of this and
future Leitz auctions see:
https://www.leitz-auction.
com/auction/en/home
All images with permission
from Leitz Auction and from
club member and Leica expert
William Fagan - who was
there !
(read William’s report, page 16)
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• Dark days in York
• Tintype camera query
• The Reid X4

chairman’s chat

Chat from the Chair Post Photographica 2022
I guess going to Glastonbury wasn’t the most obvious Covid
avoidance technique I could have tried! However, I think I
am lucky in having caught the Eavis’s special pasteurised
Worthy Farm variant. We had a Zoom Committee meeting
on my return (another benefit of Zoom meetings – you can
participate even with Covid confirmed just the night before!)
to review Photographica 2022.
Photographica, as I understand it (I wasn’t in the Club at the
time) started out as a fair for members to trade at, and at
which members got guaranteed free entry. Since then, the
The Glastonbury Spider!
percentage of Club members wanting sales tables has reduced
markedly and the number of Club members who come to Photographica appears now to be less than
25% of the total attendees. So we are running a commercial event, and putting quite a lot of your
money at risk doing so. It was quite possible this year that the event would make a loss. The fact
that it didn’t (a sub £1,000 profit was made) is very largely due to the efforts of the few people that
constitute the Photographica Sub-Committee.
The Club is reviewing the venue to be used for Photographica 2023, and a hall outside the low
emission zones of Central London, but with good road and rail links has been identified. We would
like your assistance here - please give us your personal opinion on whether a change of venue would
be a good idea, or if you would prefer to stick with the hall we have been using?
Elsewhere, you will see details of the location for the 2022 National Gathering and the two speakers
we have asked to attend to speak to us. So you can now start planning your late autumn break on the
South coast around a visit to Poole on the 22/23 of October. The venue looks great and Andy knows
two pubs within walking distance!
Chris Williams

It’s very dark in York!
To be more accurate I should have said “It’s very dark in the
National Railway Museum in York”.
We are very used to museums using blinds and curtains to
limit light levels to reduce the fading effect of sunlight on their
exhibits, but I did not think the paintwork of LNER Class A4 4468
Mallard would be in danger!
This is not a criticism of the museum but more a statement
of my own naïvety when preparing for the recent PCCGB
photoshoot. I knew we would be indoors and that a wide-angle
lens would be useful, so off the shelf came my 1980s Pentax LX with 24-35mm lens which I thought,
with 200ASA film, would provide the flexibility I needed. Sadly, not so.
My first look through the viewfinder was like looking for a black cat in a coal cellar and the suggested
exposure was 15th sec at f3.5, the maximum aperture of the Pentax zoom lens. I was shocked to
realise that I was right at the very edge of being able to take a sharp photograph. There was no
facility to increase the ASA/ISO to 1600 to allow use of smaller apertures/faster shutter speeds, no
automatic in-camera stabilisation to allow steady exposures at 1/8th sec, and no electronic viewfinder
delivering an edge-to-edge bright image to aid composition.
The best I could do was to uprate the film to 400ASA and brace myself against any handy object - at
165 tons, the aforementioned Mallard was a very stable camera support!
These new-fangled digital cameras clearly have some advantages.
David Gardner
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Around the Country: lots going on in the N, M, S and SW!
PCCGB Research Project Zoom Meetings
We have had two very interesting Zoom sessions since
the previous Tailboard, looking at two very different
aspects of our fascinating hobby.
On 1st May we were treated to a talk by Tim Goldsmith
entitled “The John Vincent Reid Collection”. This was
an updated version of the talk Tim gave at the National
AGM and was based on the extensive research and
unmatched collection of Reid and Sigrist items amassed
over many years by the late John Vincent.

John Vincent, well known Reid & Sigrist expert

Tim had been asked to prepare John’s archive for auction and, with the family’s blessing, welcomed
the opportunity to share his research notes and collection with us. Using John’s archive together with
his own research Tim was able to set the record straight on a number of ‘facts’ which have become
part of the Reid story amongst collectors. It was, for example, interesting to learn that Major Reid
could not have been a Major because he was a Flight Lt in the Royal Navy Air Service and the RAF and
that the Reid boxes we see with military markings are not contemporary with R&S cameras production.
Tim was able to show us a number of early, prototype
and unique Reid cameras from various sources including
a Reid camera probably made for use with a submarine
periscope and an example fitted with a periscope not
unlike that used in the Corfield Periflex. One of the
most intriguing cameras from John’s collection, marked
X4 (pictured, right), was fitted with a hinged back, a
development which sadly did not come into production.
Tim’s talk was so comprehensive and detailed that it is impossible to summarise it adequately here,
but I am delighted to say you can see a recording on the PCCGB’s YouTube channel at: https://www.
youtube.com/channel/UCLNH8jWFvTz4d61dB05FfrA?app=desktop This includes the “Chance of a
Lifetime” to buy a 2inch f/2 TTH lens as fitted to the Reid for just £36 – they currently go for c£1,500 on
a well known online auction site. (NB you needed to be there in 1971 to benefit from this offer!)
The topic for our June meeting had the intriguing title “Photographic Trials and Tribulations
or Daguerreotypes with a Peckham-Wray”. Geoff Watson began with a brief history of the
Daguerreotype and the complex, aka dangerous, process for making the image. He then described his
own brave and very impressive efforts to produce ‘modern’ Daguerreotypes with his Peckham-Wray
Aerial Camera. This began with making his own silver coated glass plates using a concoction including
Silver Nitrate, Sodium Hydroxide, Dextrose Monohydrate and Ammonia Solution. Next came the
sensitising of the plates and Geoff wisely, in recognition of the toxic nature of using mercury vapour to
sensitise plates, adopted the (slightly) safer method of sensitising plates using fumed iodine, a process
invented by the French physicist Alexander Edmond Becquerel.
Based on an assumed speed of 1ASA Geoff exposed the plates for 30 - 60secs, which proved to be
a bit short and being positive images any underexposure resulted in a very dark image. Plates were
developed by sunlight or strong artificial light under a red acetate filter and examined as necessary.
Images were then fixed in a mixture of Hypo (Sodium Thiosulphate) and Sodium Sulphite, noting that a
strong solution would remove the silver image.
At this point we hoped to see some of Geoff’s experimental ‘Daguerreotypes’. Sadly this was not to
be the case because despite his best efforts a combination of tricky glass plates and poor weather
prevented Geoff from producing an image which was in any way recognisable. The major problem
was the coating of the glass plates which proved to be too thin and Geoff will remedy this by using
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electroplated copper engraving plates, when he can find a
suitable supplier.
This is ‘work in progress’ and Geoff has to be commended for
attempting the Daguerreotype process using the ‘raw materials’.
Geoff’s understanding of the chemistry is impressive and there is
no doubt whatsoever that Geoff will master the process and we
very much look forward to seeing the results.
David Gardner

SW Region
12 June

Peckham-Wray aerial camera as used
by Geoff Watson for his Daguerreotype
experiments

This was our last meeting before the summer break, and it turned out to be a most interesting day.
While a couple of members were unable to attend, our numbers were boosted by some special guests
and visitors, including art historian Jenny Newman and a member from the Yeovil Camera Club who
had connections with the descendants of Francis Frith, and brought along a number of original prints
from the postcard company – potential here for a future guest speaker, perhaps!
Our morning speaker was Tailboard’s own editor David Gardner, who gave a fascinating and wellillustrated presentation on “Cameras and postcards: not just for
the seaside!”. This covered a range of camera-related postcards,
beginning with a very recent acquisition from Photographica,
ranging from postcards that showed photographers at work,
camera and photographic adverts, and of course photographyrelated seaside humour! As usual, David wore his learning lightly,
providing a talk that was detailed and informative, as well as highly
entertaining. In addition to discussing some of the cameras and
photographic activities that were portrayed on the postcards,
he also looked at the changes in attitudes, and how images or
language that were acceptable many decades ago would be deemed Our guest speakers Deborah Ireland
and David Gardner
inappropriate now. There was much to think about, and no doubt
some of the audience will be inspired to start collecting postcards.
After David’s talk, John Marriage brought out his restored Cirkut camera that featured in recent issues
of PW, along with some recent panoramic prints that he had made on cyanotype paper, after which
everyone went outside for a practical demonstration and photo-shoot. John showed us how the
rotary panorama camera operated, including the clockwork motor that drives the film drum as well as
turning the camera around. We all lined up in carefully-arranged semi-circle and successfully took a
photograph – as you can see here.
After the auction, raffle and lunch, our afternoon speaker was Deborah
Ireland, on ‘The life and times of photographer John Thomson
(1837-1921).’ Deborah indicated that the story of John Thomson was
intimately linked to his involvement with the Royal Geological Society
(RGS) who in 1865 were content to suggest that “photography was
little suited for distant & wild countries.” Fortunately, Thomson paid
almost no attention to this rather discouraging pronouncement. Hailing
from Edinburgh, Thomson was a pupil at the Mechanics Institute, there
rubbing shoulders with a very well-educated Edinburgh elite. In June
1862 Thomson arrived in Singapore (then considered the 4th Capital of
Scotland) and was probably involved in putting tourist albums together
from existing stock photographs. In 1866 he returned home and joined
the RGS, returning to Hong Kong shortly after on his honeymoon.
In 1872 whilst using the wet plate process he experienced problems
4| Tailboard
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The Ruishton Cirkut Panorama Portrait
Camera - Cirkut #6, 7” focal length, exposure 1/15th at f/22 on Kodak Plus-X aerial survey film (expired 2004),
nominally 200 ASA but here rated at 80ASA. John used the 66-tooth gear as marked on the baseboard for the
15 ft distance of the main subject. The people stood in a semicircle, about 160°, on the playing field behind the
hall. The film was developed for 7 min at 18°C in Ilfotec-HC, 1:31, in a home-made rotary apparatus.

with fading of his images – a common problem at the time. His best -known work is perhaps the four
volume “China and its people” produced in 1873 – 1874 illustrated with 200 Autotypes, and “Street life
of London” and “Through Cyprus with a camera” – both illustrated with Woodbury types.
Once proven, he changed to using dry plates and set up a studio in London – being honoured by being
asked to photograph Queen Victoria. In 1886 he was appointed as
an Instructor in Photography with the RGS and spent his time making
lantern slides for RGS lectures, the hand-colouring being done by
Isabella Bird - then a star her own right. He was instrumental in
founding the RGS archive in October of 1895. He resigned from
the RGS in 1917, refusing life membership, which would only have
proven useful until 1921.
Across many years Thomson produced cutting edge work in
previously poorly documented areas of what were then Siam and
Cambodia, along with photographs of China, Ceylon, Taiwan and
much of SE Asia. His original prints could be criticised as being
little more than record shots – but that is what the public wanted
to see and his work was produced in the harshest of conditions for
photography, and to the highest standard then possible.

Manchu Bride by John Thompson
(Welcome Collection)

Chris Williams

Northern Meetings
May 15th - Boston Spa, Wetherby
It felt wonderful to have a second consecutive meeting of the Northern PCCGB region without any
cancellations, lockdowns or other things to spoil our fun.
The Boston Spa meetings are always booked to coincide with the camera fair at the same venue which
is run by Mike Haunch, so it’s a shame that we don’t get bigger attendances when there is so much
on offer. However the Northern faithful were all there and settled down to discover what on earth the
theme of the day (‘Hybrids’) might actually involve.
The first presenter was me - my hybrid offering centred around a relatively recent addition to my
collection - being a 1905 Richard Glyphoscope. This very Jules Verne looking camera is the only stereo
camera that I have, but it fulfils my main collecting criterion of being a quirky design. Bought for a
song at auction, the ‘stuck shutter’ just needed a bit of TLC to remove the 100+ years of grime and it
now works perfectly - on both of its speeds!
The hybrid bit comes into play after you’ve used the camera to take your stereo pairs (on 45x107
plates). The camera used single metal sheaths with a darkslide to do the business, and once your
plates have been developed the entire front shutter mechanism is removed, the image placed onto
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the rear of the camera and you view the stereo through that
taking lenses - so this clever thing is a camera and viewer
combined. Not unique in the annals of photographica, but
very nice and elegant in its simple approach which was
clearly popular - the camera range was produced for over 25
years - amazing, really.
This would have been a 2 minute presentation, but as the
camera came with a selection of stereo shots these were
the main focus of the talk. ‘Found’ photographs are quite a
trendy thing these days, and the images that came with the
camera are truly moving. Thankfully most of them have hand
written info on which makes all the difference. Starting with
ones taken in the family living room and described ‘Xmas day 1941’ they are typical family snaps, and
looking closely at the scene it’s fun to spot the details - including a giant bottle of ketchup! We then
shift to a holiday in Llangynog in 1943 - and a lovely image of ‘Gerry and Rabbit’ - this is not a photo of
a German stormtrooper, but of the son of the family carrying a recently shot rabbit - one for the pot!
The final ones are from 1950 and are in very distressed/faded colour - sadly the writing on these has
smeared, so it’s impossible to know where these holiday home and boating shots were taken - and
what happened to the young men in the earlier images.
David Gardner then took over the laser pointer to present a wonderfully varied set of cameras that had
a ‘Hybrid’ feature. Starting with a very early ‘transitional’ plate camera (by Rouch) supplied with plate
holders for both wet and dry plates marking the evolution of plate technology, then tuning in to the
GEC Transistomatic Radio/Camera, a brief curtsey to the Pathe Prince cine/stills camera, and winding
up in the modern era with the curious Canon Advantix APS camera that showed you an on screen
view of the last photo taken and finally the very heavy Kodak DCS 330 which cobbled together the APS
format Nikon Pronea camera body with a digital sensor.
Photoshoot - National Rail Museum, York - June 30th
The superb NRM in York was the venue for the region
photoshoot and it coincided with the only warm day in
June. The contrast between the sunny outdoors and
the almost unlit interior was startling, with several of
the attendees regretting only bringing a film camera!
We had a sublime mixture of cameras to compare,
and a fairly extreme timeline across them. The earliest
was the chairman with a 1908 Goerz High Speed
Ango (using a modified darkslide to accept a rollex 120 roll film back), the most recent being a 1 week
old Olympus OM-1 digital camera, with owner Richard Oates cradling and beaming like a new father!
Other models included a top of the range Kodak Retina, a restored Robot Star, Pentax LX, Olympus
OM-1n (film camera) and a Minox 35.
The museum houses a fantastic collection, and it’s great being able to both view and enter the exhibits.
The lighting is deliberately camera unfriendly (to deter professional shooters, I assume - tripods are
forbidden), but you get used to the low light levels as you wander from hall to hall.
It was however unnerving that even using 400asa film in my Minox 35 camera the light meter was
constantly showing ‘serious underexposure’! The trick was to use whatever was on hand to rest the
camera for a long exposure - sometimes a display case, sometimes a rail on the side of one of the
trains. Luckily I like moody, abstract images - at least that’s my excuse for not being able to take decent
shots of the trains! The photoshoot appraisal will take place on September 18th at Brompton on Swale
- see the event listings for full info.
Timothy Campbell
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member’s interests
Box cameras can be more interesting than you think!
It was a grey morning at a mid-week car boot sale with
few stall holders and lots of gaps, some even packing up
at 8.00am when I got there! I had a mooch around, not
many cameras, mainly the usual plastic AF SLRs and cheap,
redundant, digital non-entities.
A few stalls along and a regular vintage record dealer was
doing a brisk trade, unusually he had a box of cameras
standing on the ground, and a pewter coloured box caught
my eye so I picked it up, my first brief thought was that
some long lost handyman had been busy with the silver
paint but no this was obviously made that way.
I asked, “How much for the box camera”, and “A coupleo-quid” was the reply, no argument there then, I can only
guess any other possible buyers didn’t even pick it up. After a quick clean both inside and out, some
re-glued covering on a couple of corners and fixing the less than satisfactory “time” setting operation
I have a very nice George V Silver Jubilee Kodak No.2 Brownie, probably not that rare but the first one
I’ve handled in forty years of collecting and just before another big Jubilee too.
I saw an unassuming Six-20 “BROWNIE” C, in a local
charity shop and almost didn’t look at the papers
inside the case, but then noticed one had Voigtlander
printed on it.
Out came all the papers and they told the still familiar
story of innocent individuals being caught up in an
unsympathetic bureaucratic system. Thankfully, in this
case, a camera was the only real victim.
A letter amongst the paper recorded that the Kodak
Brownie and a Voigtlander camera had been taken on
holiday to the UK from Rhodesia and, on returning,
the customs officer confiscated the Voigtlander on the premise that the owner was trying to smuggle
a high value camera into the country. With no proof of purchase or value the camera had to be
surrendered.
Sadly it was not until much later that
the owner found the Rhodesian Govt
“General Registration Certificate”
which was required to take an
expensive camera out of the
country (who knew that there
were such things?) which would
have proved the camera was
bought in Rhodesia and they
could have kept the camera.
The Voigtlander inspection
report was also in the case,
can anyone identify the lens
from the serial number?
Mike Lobb
(stereomorph@btinternet.com)
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Can you help?
Zeiss Contax - technical mystery
I wonder if there are any members out there
who might be able to offer help or advice?
Some years ago I acquired a very clean model
Contax IIIa to accompany my fully working
pre-war models of this camera. With its ‘O’
prefix the serial No. suggests it dates from
c1956.
Sadly, despite its almost brand new look it has
never worked properly, the problem being that
the shutter fires only intermittently, perhaps
once or twice in a couple of dozen actuations.
Recently, and here’s the mystery, I forgetfully
left the camera, in the company of numerous others in direct sun in my garden and when I picked it
up it was very warm. Worrying that I might have damaged it further I fired off the shutter and it worked
four or five times in a row. Surprisingly this continued, and it fired another thirty or so times before
it had cooled right down and the failures returned. It had never done this before. A few days later I
replicated the heating with a short blast over the top plate with a hairdryer and the result was more or
less the same.
Is there possibly some sticky lubrication at play here? It appears to only be the firing button
mechanism of the shutter, as when it works it operates smoothly and quietly and seems accurate on all
settings, so I don’t think the camera needs a total service.
If anyone can offer technical advice or comment I’d be pleased to hear from them. Has anyone
encountered a similar problem with one of these normally superbly engineered cameras?
Mike Beamish
E: mikebeam61@yahoo.co.uk

Buy one get one free!
- two tintype cameras in one case
I am hoping that one or more fellow members of the Club will
be able to provide me with some information regarding the
tintype camera (or rather cameras) which came into my collection
in 1970 and which has remained a puzzle to me to this day. I
bought the camera in Birmingham from a seller who could tell
me nothing of its origin or use having himself inherited it from a
relative.
There are no markings on any part of the camera body or lens to
give any indication of its maker or retailer. In the 52 years that I
have owned this camera I have not come across another example
and recent Internet research has also been largely unsuccessful.
The front of the camera (left) has a front panel 7 x 8.5 inches, and
depth of camera is 9 inches.
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The upper camera was obviously designed to produce circular ‘button’ images each approximately
one inch in diameter and the body of this camera consists of a tube in which the circular plates were
loaded (presumably in a darkroom) via an opening in the back of the camera and pushed into position
by means of a spiral spring with a back plate with a bayonet fitting to hold the plates in place and to
provide a light tight seal. After an exposure was made the knob on the top panel was pushed down
which expelled the exposed plate via a spiral tube to an exit slot in the bottom of the camera where it
was presumably captured without further exposure to light. The fixed focus lens is mounted on a metal
tube with three numbered stops available and changeable by a grooved metal rim behind the lens. The
shutter is of the single speed pneumatic type.
The lower camera has an identical lens, stops and shutter arrangement and differs only in that it can
be focussed via a lever with a focussing scale from 1 to 25 metres. This camera took tintype photos
(approx 2 x 2.5 ins) on photosensitive metal plates held by a slot arrangement within the main body
of the camera. Most of the space within the main body of the camera was presumably used for the
development and fixing of the images. The loading of plates to this camera and their subsequent
processing was performed within the camera main body using a light-proof cloth sleeve.
Left: Rear of camera, upper
aperture for button plates and
larger opening with rim for
attaching light-proof sleeve.
There is a hinged semi-circular
metal plate (function?).
Top Rt: Spring-loaded
device for holding the button
plates and two metal dishes
probably for processing
exposed plates.
Right: The base of camera
with large slot at rear for
rectangular plates and slot
on front nearside for button
plates.

A previous owner appears to have discontinued taking button images since the camera came with a
semicircular piece of aluminium plate covering the exit slot for the button plates. The base of camera
showing slots for removal of plates: larger slot at rear for rectangular plates and slot on front nearside
for button plates. Also shown is the aluminium cover for the button slot.
Inside view of camera body shown left, has slots for holding
larger tintypes and spiral tube for expelling button plates. The
base of the main camera body is lined with slate or a similar
material to protect it from the action of processing solutions.
The only clue, gleaned from Internet research, as to the maker
of this apparatus is that the lens/shutter arrangement appears to
be very similar to that fitted to the Err-Tee button tintype camera
manufactured by the Romain Talbot company of Berlin and
marketed around 1912.
I would be very grateful for any information regarding the maker
of this camera and also its method of operation. For instance I cannot fathom how the processing
plates worked especially as one has a deep groove in one end which would prevent it holding more
than a tiny amount of liquid. I am particularly interested to learn how the cameras were actually
operated- the procedure, to me, seems to require an enormous degree of manual dexterity!
Michael Day (mdjday@aol.com)
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Ten hours in Death Valley
by Ron Callender
With my wife Margaret, we planned an itinerary in
California that would embrace photography, history
and the Gold Rush of 1869. There was no dissent
when we decided to cross the 130 long basin of
Death Valley to reach Las Vegas.
In the middle of the 19th century, it was the news
of the discovery of silver, tungsten, iron and gold
that opened the American west to pioneers. Wagon Note how Death Valley forms part of the Californiatrains anxious to avoid having to negotiate the
Nevada border
Sierra Nevada Mountains looked for alternative
routes and one party of gold seekers, who were anxious “to reach their destination and a better life”,
took a ‘short cut’ through west Virginia which brought them to the edge of California’s Mojave Desert.
With little option but to keep going forward, they attempted a crossing which failed. The desert
conditions were barren, waterless and coated in a surface of white
salts. Worst of all was the heat, causing the few survivors to call
the area ‘Death Valley’. Staying overnight in Lone Pine, my wife and
I took the chance to visit the Death Valley Information Bureau. All I
recall the advisor recommending was simple advice - “Have a good
breakfast … Take plenty of water … Wrap your food with ice cubes
in newspapers.” Following the good breakfast, we set off for the
Death Valley Center Post and a grilling by the ranger on duty. She
checked our ample water supply, and seemed relieved that we had
a rented car but concluded with a stern warning – “If your car breaks
down, stay with it! We have many patrols and we will find you.”
We set off on Highway 190 and climbed the Panamint Mountains
for a grandstand view of Death Valley. It was very hot outside and
yet, from time to time, notices instructed us to “Turn off your AC.”
We gazed at the brilliant, white coatings caused by salts as we
drove into Stovepipe Wells … for two coffees served in tin mugs.
Opposite was a small store, bereft of customers but cooled just
below body temperature. I thought it fair to buy a postcard.

The first signs of sand in the desert
near Stovepipe Wells

Back in the heat, we set off for
Furnace Wells. It took ages. Our
stops for photographs increased
as we negotiated canyons and
skirted sand hills; we often
parked the car and walked into
the landscape to improve the
composition. My favourite camera
was a Bronica SQ, which ate up
twenty-four exposures of 120
Fuji-100 film that day. Exposure
determination was not easy. By
waving my Weston meter around
The geology of Golden Canyon
and noting the highs and lows of
provided patterns of light and
brightness, I had to force myself
shade, in a background of deepto deduce an exposure from the
blue sky
Travelling on Highway 190 provided possible variables. I was also
excellent views of the salt deposits using 35mm Ektachrome in a very heavy Nikkormat camera for
that signalled Badwater
‘slideshows’.
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‘The Palette’ was a feature just
asking to be photographed while
driving along Artist’s Drive

At Zabriskie Point, we were able to
appreciate the film locations for the
1970 film that had dealt with the
angst of American youth

A view from a small mound in
Twenty Mule Canyon shows traces
of the trail used by the long trains
that once hauled borax to the
processing factories

It was no surprise … the built-in exposure-meter found it hard to determine the correct exposure.
Eventually we reached Furnace Creek and relished the air-conditioned toilets. A thermometer on an
outside wall showed 116 Fahrenheit. To the consternation of the rangers, we decided to eat outside
and had to explain, “We want to experience what it is like in Death Valley in mid-summer.” Whereupon
the ranger insisted on taking our photograph! She also agreed that we had planned a good route and
recommended stopping at Golden Canyon for an exploration on
foot, and then to view The Palette on Artist’s Drive, but she added,
“don’t miss Badwater … it’s 282 feet below sea level.” It was a tall
order and although the recommendations used up our dwindling
hours, it proved valuable advice.
We could not avoid Zabriskie Point where a notice insisted we park
and walk up the hill … about 150 yards. We soaked hand-towels
with water before plodding up the slope. At the summit, we had a
prime view of the Badlands … sands of varying colours and good
modelling in the nearby rocks; in the far distance a mountain with a
deep blue sky. Back at the car, our head-dresses were bone dry!
Old Dinah at Furnace Creek was a I had heard about Twenty Mule Canyon from a good source and
steam tractor (with wagons) which detoured by following a faded signpost. I climbed a small mound
was introduced in 1894 to replace and – somewhat recklessly – took repeated exposures of the views to
the twenty mules that hauled borax the east, west, north and south. There was a sequel. These were my
out of Death Valley
last pictures that day.

The shutter system of
my Bronica refused
to function, but after
four hours in an airconditioned hotel-room
in Las Vegas, it returned
to normal once again.
Phew … what a day.

Ron and Margaret perplexed the
rangers at Furnace Creek when they
ate outdoors so as “to experience Ron Callender, FRPS
the mid-day heat of Death Valley”

Reproduced from my postcard showing the
20 mules at the Harmony Borax Works,
c1886
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what am I bid?

Tailboard Camera Horde?
by Tim Goldsmith

Just over 20 years
ago I used to write a
“Collector’s Corner”
section for Photoshot,
(probably) the very first
UK web site designed
for photographers and
everything photographic.
Somehow the site
ended up as a photo
agency and thus I was
able to add yet another
redundancy to my long
list.

Cellar Panorama

During my time with them I was asked to present a selection of cameras to the Channel 4 ‘Collector’s
Lot’ TV programme. This involved me staying at a hotel near Exmouth in Devon and on the first
evening an item on the restaurant menu caught my eye – ostrich steak. As the production company
were paying the bill I thought I would give this a try and when the waiter served my meal he asked
“Would Sir care for a steak knife for his ostrich?” I included this sentence in my “Collector’s Corner”
article, thinking that would be the strangest sentence I would ever write. I was wrong.
As a long-time camera collector, then dealer and
now auction consultant, I have often been to a house
call where there were a lot of cameras, but I have
always wished I would get the call to visit a massive
horde, something like you might see on one of
those TV ‘life reorganising’ shows. On the first two
days of the recent Jubilee Bank Holiday, I finally got
my wish when my colleague and I visited a large
house in one of the more affluent parts of the Home
Counties. It turned out that the owner had been a TV
cameraman in the 1960s who then went on to run his
own production company. His house was so full of
cameras we really didn’t know where to start. Every
Extension - Rolls Royce is hidden on other side
room was packed with piles (literally) of camera bags
and boxes of cameras, lenses and accessories. Every cupboard was crammed full, one with dozens of
video cameras, the next with very expensive Canon lenses, many still boxed and unused.
Even the fridge was full of film, just about every format from
35mm and 120, to 16mm cine and Polaroid sheet film. The
family member who was showing us around said that they had
already taken box loads of film to the dump because it was out
of date! After that we (politely) asked them not to tell us what
they didn’t have any more, so we could concentrate on what
they actually still had.
After we had scoured the main rooms and the huge attic, we
were told that there was a lot of cine equipment and other
things to look at in the equally huge cellar. That’s when we
were told that “In order to get to the cine cameras we will have
to carefully squeeze past the Rolls Royce in the extension”.
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what am I bid?
I made a mental note to make this my new ‘strangest sentence’.
Sure enough, to get to the steps down to the cellar we had to
navigate round the mountains of ‘stuff’ and past said Rolls Royce
which had been parked there since 1969. It had been purchased
from an actor who had just retired but the new owner, being so busy
with his new film editing company, never had enough time to do
anything with it.
We carefully descended the incredibly narrow stairs and into the
dark cellar, the one tiny bulb at the bottom of the stairway failing
to shed any light anywhere other than on the top of our heads. A
decent sized torch appeared and, with a little help from the lights on
our smartphones, we could just make out large metal cine camera
outfit cases piled up. Piled up so high in fact that we could use them
as steps to get past the large lathe and a huge 1970s editing suite
(how they got them down there I will never know) to the shelves
right at the back. There were more Arriflex and Éclair NPR cameras
down there than I have ever seen before. Although these cine
camera bodies were not in the best condition, their lenses had been removed upstairs for safe keeping,
including five (so far) rare Dallmeyer Super Six lenses.
Back upstairs and in one of the bathrooms I found a large
pile of camera bags, each as full as they could be and, after
carefully brushing off hundreds of dead wasps, I started
going through the contents. Within a few minutes I had
unearthed several gems, but I surprised my colleague with
the last item I found. I rushed into the room where he was
sorting through enough Leicas to keep anyone going for
several lifetimes and exclaimed that “I have just found a
brand-new Leica O Series replica at the bottom of a bath!”.
Now THAT is my unbeatable favourite sentence and a
reminder of the most extreme camera collection I have ever
seen - so far!
And yes, if you ever order ostrich, you will need a steak knife.
Tim Goldsmith
See the PCCGB Facebook page for any extra images that there was not room for here.

CHISWICK AUCTIONS
Entries invited for our October 2022 Sales
We are the only UK photographic auctions:
• With THREE attended London salerooms
• promoted on FOUR on-line platforms
• run by collectors and for collectors
• and with ALL lots fully illustrated
NEW auction room - Barley Mow Centre, W4 4PH. Video at tinyurl.com/yjyf8xtn
Austin Farahar (Images) 07843 348 748

austin.farahar@chiswickauctions.co.uk

Tim Goldsmith (Equipment) 07733 223 881

info@cameravalues.com
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national AGM

Annual Gathering and AGM
Lytchett Minster School

Post Green Rd, Lytchett Minster, Poole BH16 6JD
Good train links to London
Poole has a good selection of Hotels – Travel Lodge, Premiere Inn, Hotel du Vin, Holiday Inn,
The Haven. (As in previous recent years the club does not have a preferred hotel)

Saturday 22nd October
Afternoon activities could include:
• Brownsea Island (£12 for NT Members)
• Poole Museum
• Purbeck and Corfe Castle

Club Dinner
in the evening at La Lupa

Yeatmans Old Mill, The Quay, Poole BH15 1HA
See: http://www.lalupapoole.co.uk/
(Booking details to follow in next edition of Tailboard)

Sunday, 23rd October 2022
AGM

(details on opposite page)

Sunday Lunch – two local Pubs: St Peter’s Finger or The Baker’s Arms
We are delighted to welcome two speakers who are both well known experts
in their respective subjects:

• William Fagan (Leica)
• Hugh Ashley Rayner (Early Indian Photography)
Details of their talks will appear in the next edition of Tailboard

Handbook amendments
Sturtivant, Peter, Member No712: Please change email address to cameraman@wanadoo.fr.
Wood, Graham, Member No 955: Please change telephone number to 01789 552833.
Wilberforce-Eke, Danielle, Member No 4270: Please change telephone number to 01295 269033.
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national AGM
Advance Notice of Annual Gathering and AGM
To be held at Lytchett Minster School, Post Green Road,
Lytchett Minster, Dorset, BH16 6JD.
23rd October 2021

Annual General Meeting: 10.30 am

The agenda below is at this stage provisional only. Should you wish to propose
a motion or nominate a member for office you should notify the Membership
Office, using the nomination form below if appropriate, (photocopies are
acceptable) no later than 31st August.
Alternatively, nominations for Regional Officers only may be sent to the
appropriate Regional Secretary. Details of Nominees and the full text of reports
and motions will be sent to you, with proxy voting forms, prior to the meeting.
PROVISIONAL AGENDA

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Minutes of last Meeting and Matters Arising
To adopt the Directors’ Reports and Accounts
To adopt the Treasurer’s Recommendations regarding Subscriptions
To Elect/Re-elect the National Officers of the Club
Any other business

PCC NATIONAL / REGIONAL COMMITTEE NOMINATION FORM
MEMBERS NAME

MEMBERSHIP No.

NOMINATED FOR
NATIONAL/REGIONAL

NOMINATION ACCEPTANCE
(NOMINEE MUST SIGN)

NOMINATED BY

MEMBERSHIP No.

REGION

SIGNATURE

SECONDED BY

MEMBERSHIP No.

REGION

SIGNATURE

PLEASE SEND COMPLETED FORM TO: PCC Int. Ltd. 5, Buntingford Road, Puckeridge, Ware, Herts, SG11 1RT
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members’ research
Corfield WA67: information needed
The Corfield WA67 was the final camera designed by Sir Kenneth Corfield, perhaps more famous for
his range of Periflex cameras. It was based on “the Architect” a camera he made for own use when
he wanted a compact high quality medium format camera for taking architectural photographs.
The WA67 was a multinational camera using a Japanese 6x7cm
format back from the Mamiya RB67; the Schneider 47mm f/5.6
Super Angulon; both built onto a British-made camera body with
finder linked to the rising front.
The camera was aimed at a specialised market and with such high
quality components and superb build quality it was expensive
when it was released in 1990 at around £1,800. Two variants exist
and at the present time we do not know how many were made, of
each variant or in total. To help complete this piece of the Corfield
jigsaw it would be very helpful if you could provide me with
details of cameras you own, or have access to, as follows:
Camera Serial Number:
Lens Serial Number:
Prontor or Copal Shutter:
Mamiya or Horseman back:
Plain viewfinder or with shaped mask engraved “TOP”:
1 or 2 bubble levels (all have top, some also have side):
Many thanks, David Gardner
T: 07905 247 321 or E: davidg2058@gmail.com

12 Million Euros - a new world record
(see front cover)

I attended the auction for the camera on 11th June.
It was the fifth item in a catalogue of over 400
items. As I arrived in the auction room, the tension
in the air was palpable. Just a few minutes into the
auction No 105 was reached. Bidding started at €1
million and moved slowly up to €2 million. All of the
bidding throughout was by telephone, with no room bids, and slowly the number of ‘live’ phones
decreased. After €2 million the pace picked up and then somebody sneezed and, as quick as a
flash, the auctioneer said ‘gesundheit’, everyone there laughed and the tension in the room relaxed.
Then, eventually, maybe about €10 million, the number of ‘live’ phones fell to two and the tension
started to rise again. Eventually only one phone was ‘live’ and with no other bid being forthcoming
the auctioneer stood up and hammered down the lot at €12 million or €14.4 million with premium.
There was also Value Added Tax (VAT) on top of that. There
was a thunderous round of applause. My photo on the front
cover shows Alexander Sedlak, Managing Director of Leitz
Photographica Auction, taking one last look around the room
as the winning bid was hammered down. This was, of course,
a new world record price for a camera, which is likely to stand
for some time.
William Fagan
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Southern West Kingsdown Meetings
West Kingsdown 2022 Programme
Doors open 1:30 for a 2pm start

September 25th
John Wade ‘’Polaroid and other instant cameras’’
Show and Tell ‘’Your family snaps and the cameras that took them’’
November 13th
Speaker and Show and tell TBA
West Kingsdown meetings are held in the Old School Hall,
School Lane,West Kingsdown, Kent TN15 6JN
Organisers:
Vic Rumak T: 0207 737 5170 & Don Baldwin T: 0208 769 3616

PCCGB Zoom Research/Project Meetings
Meetings start at 10am, break for 10mins at about 11.00 and end by noon.
These meetings, held usually on the last Sunday of each month, give members the opportunity to
share their projects, large or small, on any aspect of our hobby. All members are invited to attend,
to hear from the speakers, to ask them questions and perhaps to offer advice and information to
help with their projects.

Sunday, July 31st
“An overview of large format press cameras and the restoration of a rare
Pressmaster”.
José Paula and John Marriage
This is the last scheduled meeting of the year because I have run out of speakers. If you
have an ingoing or completed project that you would like to share with members please
get in touch and let’s try and build up a programme for the coming months.
David Gardner
E: davidg2058@gmail.com or T: 0114 265 9096
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South-West Region Programme of Events 2022
Hall opens 9am, morning presentations start at 11am, followed by a junk
auction. Afternoon presentations start at 2 pm
Sunday, September 11
AM: Our Annual General Meeting, followed by
Show and Tell subject is “Recent acquisitions or my favourite camera.”
PM: Daniele and Roger Bradley present “Where we are now.”

Sunday, October 2
AM: Richard Dawkins in conversation with Andy Gillett: “More stories from 		
my amazing photographic career.”
PM: John Marriage – “3DD – Three Dubious Dimensions” – A talk about an 		
assortment of rather oddball stereo cameras. . . .

Sunday, November 13
AM: John Wade – “Cameras on the moon.”
PM: Colin Harding – “The life and times of photographer Jimmy Jarché.”
South-West Region, Ruishton Village Hall (tel: 01823 443 506)
Cheats Road, near Taunton, Somerset TA3 5JD
Programme Secretary: Jonathan Hill
Tel: 01935 815 887 or Email: jeanjonathan@btinternet.com

Midlands Region Meetings
Sunday 25th September at 10.30 am
Barford Village Hall, Church St, Barford, Warwick CV35 8EN
Programme TBC
Anybody interested in having a free sales table please let me know in advance

For further information or to book a free table please contact Julian Tubbs
E: tubbspubs@tubbspubs.org.uk or T: 07962 267 743
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Northern Region
Zoom Meetings will continue from September, and be held (usually) on the second Sunday
of the month, start at 10am, and end approx 12pm.
Meetings take the form of a ‘show & tell’ with all members (from any region) invited to
contribute to the topic.
All members are welcome to join in, please email Timothy Campbell to receive the
invitation if you are not in the Northern region, or if you have never attended one of the
meetings previously.
A list of dates and themes will be emailed in the next few weeks.

Northern meetings to look forward to in ‘22:
Sunday, 18th September
Brompton on Swale Community Sports Hall
Ron Cosens will be presenting a specially selected set of images from his
Victorian Images Collection
York Photoshoot appraisal
A special Coffee Break with the chairman
AGM
Sunday, 18th December
Boston Spa Village Hall, Wetherby
The 3rd annual almost impossible Christmas Quiz
Please contact Timothy Campbell (Northern Region Chairman PCCGB) for
further details
E: timminox@yahoo.co.uk or T: 0759 357 2647

Southern Region Hertland Meetings
A full programme of events is underway for 2022.
Put the the dates in your diary now…
• September 18:
• November 27:

John Kirkham – All about Ensign
John Wade – Cameras in Space

More details to come in future Tailboards and in the usual emails.
Meetings are held at Mead Hall, Mead Lane, Wheathampstead,
Hertfordshire AL4 8BZ, starting at 2pm.
Contact: David Balfour 01920 821831 / drbalfour@hotmail.com
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member’s interests
Do you want to know more about your own collection?
Do you have an unusual camera you’d like to know more about, or a photograph you’d like
to identify or date, or an accessory that you can’t see a use for?
Send me a photo, a few words of explanation and your contact details and I’ll include them
in Tailboard so you can benefit from the breadth of expertise of other Club members.
David Gardner (contact details at the foot of this page)

Reprints and Back Numbers
•

We can supply reprints of any article from Photographica
World, and its predecessors; any issue from No 1 (May 1977)
to date. Reprints can be delivered electronically or as paper
copies. For an index of articles see www.pccgb.com.

•

For details or to order, contact the editor, James Downs, at
jamesdownspw@gmail.com

•

Back numbers of most issues of Photographica World etc,
including some very early ones, are also available, so if you
have gaps we may well be able to help you. For details
contact the Membership Office, where we also have a number
of back issues of Amateur Photographer and other magazines,
and copies of a variety of instruction booklets and repair
manuals. Contact details on page 25 of this issue.
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The Newsletter of the Photographic
Collectors’ Club of Great Britain

Editor: David Gardner
12 Ashleigh Avenue, Gleadless
Sheffield S12 2RZ
Tel: 0114 265 9096

email:
tailboard@pccgb.com
Comments & opinions expressed in
Tailboard are not necessarily those
of the Editor or the Club but of
contributors & authors

bargain hunting

Classifieds

Commercial advertisers please contact:
D. Gardner (Tailboard)
12 Ashleigh Avenue,
Gleadless, Sheffield
S12 2RZ
E: tailboard@pccgb.com

Display Advertisements :
Whole Page
£100
Half Page
£50
Quarter Page
£25
80x60mm box
£10
40x60mm box
£5

Please include full payment, cheques made payable
to PCC International Ltd

Wanted
Awards: for photography,
medals, plaques, certificates etc.
pre 1940.
Ron Cosens (m1)
E: ron.cosens@btinternet.com
T: 01751 477 749
Corfield: Maxim camera, any
condition with or without lens.
David Gardner (m796)
T: 0114 265 9096
E: davidg2058@gmail.com
Chinon: Instruction Manual for
Chinon Auto Focus Unit. Now
attached to Chinon CP-5 Twin
Program 35mm SLR with Auto
Chinon Zoom MC 35-70mm
lens. Can be used with any
K-mount lens.
Martin Magid (m4416)
T: 1+ (248)606-5447
E: martin.magid@gmail.com

Members’ advertising please contact:
David Gardner. I prefer email:
E: tailboard@pccgb.com
but I can be contacted at the above address or by
telephone on 0114 265 9096

Contaflex: Pro-tessar 115mm
f4 lens,Voigtlander Prominent
50mm lens, Foca lenses
(screw thread and Bayonet fit).
Japanese Leica ‘copies’, bodies
and also lenses.
Phil Peters (m2966)
T: 01984 634 758 (13.00-1600
hrs only please)
E: p.cpeters@tiscali.co.uk
Inks: Coloured inks for use
in Bromoil process. Inks are
mostly by Sinclair and Dremm.
Geoff Preece (m614)
T: 01242 234 963
E: geoff.viv.preece@talktalk.net

For Sale
Assorted Bargains: Jaynay
printing frame 10 x 12. as new.
£20. Kodak No1 Brownie, mod
B c 1903. £20. Holmes type
stereo viewer, Underwood £
Underwood. Exc. £23. Kodak

Retina mod 117, f3.5 Xenar,
Compur, good cond. £53. 8mm
Bolex cine camera, model
D8L. Yvar lens, 36mm, 13mm,
12.5mm. Exc cond except motor
not wkg. £24. Kodak No 1 Autog
Junior, boxed, instr., exc £23.
Wood frames lantern slides. Set
12 Robinson Cruceo, £40.
All items plus postage.
Geoff Preece (m614)
Tel: 01242 234 963
E: geoff.viv.preece@talktalk.net
Olympus: XA 4 camera.
Appears to be in working
order but with non-functioning,
inc flash - £100. Yashica T4
compact camera, non-working
shutter but otherwise as new in
box/original packaging - Offers?
Darrell Hill-Jones (m4115)
E: dydhilljones@hotmail.co.uk
Nikkormat FTn: chr£125.
Peter Heald-Gledhill (m1220)
T: 01823 662 917

CLUB MEMBERS FREE ADVERTISEMENT COUPON

Please print clearly in capital letters & include cosmetic & functional condition as listed in
Members Handbook, eg (5F) = average condition. 35 words maximum
Name: 						
Tel:						

Memb No:
Email:

For Sale/Wanted/Misc?:

Send to:
		

David Gardner - 12 Ashleigh Avenue, Gleadless, Sheffield S12 2RZ
OR preferably e-mail above information as text to: tailboard@pccgb.com
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Events Diary

Compiled by Wally Morley
T: 01684 594 526 E: w_morley@yahoo.com
The PCCGB does not accept any responsibility for the accuracy of information relating to any event listed.
Members are advised to contact the organiser prior to attending to ensure each event is still on.

Club Meetings
Government COVID
guidelines now allow
meetings to take
place.
July
24 Wheathampstead
D Balfour
01920 821 831
September
11 Taunton
J Hill
01935 815 887
18 Brompton
T Campbell
0759 357 2647
18 Wheathampstead
D Balfour
01920 821 831
25 West Kingsdown
D Baldwin
0208 769 3616

25 Barford
J Tubbs
07962 267 743
October
2 Taunton
J Hill
01935 815 887
23 National 			
Gathering & AGM
Diana Balfour
0192 082 1611
November
13 Taunton
J Hill
01935 815 887
13 West Kingsdown
D Baldwin
0208 769 3616
27 Wheathampstead
D Balfour
01920 821 831

Camera Fairs
& Auctions
Auctions / viewing
may be online only,
and/or be open as
usual. Please check
with the organiser.

July

24 Auction
Chiswick Auctions
(0)20 8992 4442
28 Flints Auction 		
J Brown
01635 873 634

August

14 Wolverhampton
Racecourse
W Temple
07473 292 923
25 Flints Auction 		
J Brown
01635 873 634

September
4

Potters Bar
N Ebrahimi
07958 674 725
18 ORPINGTON 		
(Pratts Bottom)
G Kozobolis
020 8852 7437
25 Boston Spa
Mike Haunch
07979 913 156
29 Flints Auction 		
J Brown
01635 873 634

October

16 FROME
L Powell
0770 669 8446
23 National Gathering
Diana Balfour
0192 082 1611
27 Auction Flints
J Brown
01635 873 634

Next Full Colour Tailboard 2022

Deadline for reports, classified ads, etc - 1st Sept

Publication - 14th Sept

Photographic Collectors’ Club of Great Britain National Committee 2021 - 2022
National Chairman
Treasurer
Secretary
Membership Secretary
Photographica World Editor
Photographica World Producer
Photographica Chairman
Tailboard Editor
Webmaster

Chris Williams
David Balfour
George Schoenmann
Diana Balfour
James Downs
Timothy Campbell
Andrew Gillett
David Gardner
Timothy Campbell

0144 330 7883
0192 082 1831
0292 070 2675
0192 082 1611
01392 759 553
0759 357 2647
0130 526 4548
0114 265 9096
0759 357 2647

chrispwilliams11@gmail.com
drbalfour@hotmail.com
george.schoenmann@ntlworld.com
dianabalfour@hotmail.com
jamesdownspw@gmail.com
timminox@yahoo.co.uk
andrewegillett@aol.com
tailboard@pccgb.com
timminox@yahoo.co.uk

Regional Chairmen
Midlands
Northern
Southern
South West

Julian Tubbs
Timothy Campbell
David Balfour
James Downs

07962 267 743
0759 357 2647
0192 082 1831
01392 759 553

tubbspubs@tubbspubs.org.uk
timminox@yahoo.co.uk
drbalfour@hotmail.com
jamesdownspw@gmail.com

The Photographic Collectors’ Club International Ltd. - Registered in England No. 4861532
Registered Office: 5 Buntingford Road, Puckeridge, Ware, SG11 1RT
Operating as The Photographic Collectors Club of Great Britain.
Membership Office - Address as above Tel 01920 821 611
http://www.pccgb.com
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FLINTS
There is still time to consign for our
November 2022 Fine Photographica Auction
Why sell with Flints?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

We are the largest specialist camera auction house in the UK
We publish our Fine Photographica auctions on four independent bidding platforms
We are the only camera auctioneers in the UK to produce full colour printed glossy catalogues
We offer professional in-house shipping, giving buyers more confidence
We are competitive on seller commission
We are an ISO 9001 registered company
Most importantly, expert knowledge from our team of specialists

We encourage you to get in touch if you have pieces that you are
considering selling, or if you are purely interested in knowing the
current market value. Our team will be very pleased to offer
complimentary, realistic and confidential advice.
Jonathan Brown
Director, Photographic Department
+44 (0) 73 8719 8886
jonathan@flintsauctions.com

Flints Auctions Ltd, 8 Rivermead, Pipers Way, Thatcham RG19 4EP
www.flintsauctions.com
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Photographica
23 August, 25 October, 13 December

We sell a huge variety of camera equipment at all prices in our
regular auctions, covering everything from mahogany and brass
cameras to Leica, Nikon and Canon and from glass plates to digital,
as well as photographs, stereo cards, optical toys, magic lanterns and
scientific instruments. Please contact Mike Spencer or Paul Mason
on
01635 580595 or mail@specialauctionservices.com

Special Auction Services
Pl24|
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ty Close, Off Hambridge Road, Newbury RG14 5RL

